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The committee were asked by the Board to look at events covering more than one 
day and agree how stamps should be awarded to pre-premier dancers and the effect 
on Judges i.e. stamps for new judges; number of championships for those on the 
championship panel. 

 

The following was agreed where: 

1) An event covering more than one day and, with the exception of Primary dancers, 
pre-premier dancers do not repeat any dance during the duration of the event e.g. 
Fling, Swords, Seann Triubhas danced one day and Reel, Special Fling, Flora and 
Lilt danced another day.  Championships held on more than one day. 
 
* The competition will have one registration number for the entire event 
* Dancers will receive one stamp where applicable; 
* Dancers will stay in the same category for the duration of the event 
* Judges on the “Competition Only” panel will receive one stamp 
* Event will count as “one” championship towards the maximum of 6 a judge can 
judge in any one year. 

2) An event covering more than one day and pre-premier dancers repeat dances 
during the duration of the event e.g. Fling, Swords, Seann Triubhas, Reel danced 
one day; Seann Triubhas, Reel, Special Fling, Flora and Lilt danced another day.  
Championships held on more than one day. 

* The competition will have a separate registration number for each day. 
* Dancers will receive a stamp each day, where applicable. 
* Dancers will move category if their 12 months or 6 stamps, expires within the 
duration of the event. 
* Judges on the “Competition Only” panel will receive a stamp for each day they 
judge. 
* Each championship will be counted separately e.g. an event covering 2 days, has 2 
registration numbers, pre-premier dancers dance both days and there is a 
championship on each day – this will count as 2 championships towards the 
maximum of 6 a judge can judge in any one year. 
* Dancers, or students of relatives, cannot dance at the event even if the judge only 
judges on one day. 
 


